FINDING THE FOREST
Grade 1
Lesson at a Glance
Students play a game to discover some unique Hawaiian forest plants and animals and then
work together to create a forest mural.
Key Concept
Many unique plants and animals live in Hawaiian forests.
Objective
Students will be able to describe some of the plants and animals that make up Hawaiian
forests.
Time
two–three class periods
Subject Areas
science, language arts, art, Hawaiian studies
Materials
gameboard and cards (provided)
ÿ Öhiÿ a Project forest poster (provided)
tape
scissors
large sheet of butcher paper
construction paper
(11 x 17 in sheets of green and brown
8.5 x 11 in sheets of various colors)
washable ink marker or grease pencil
Preparation
Color some of the characters and the forest illustration on the game board and laminate it. Make
three copies of the plant cards and two copies of the animal cords and cut them out.
Teacher Background
There are a number of different kinds of forests in the Hawaiian Islands, including dryland
forests, rainforests and, on slopes above 1,800 m (6,000 ft), subalpine forests. These forests
are home to a diverse array of unusual plants and animals, many of which occur only in the
Islands.
Many of these native forests have been altered or replaced by human activities, such as
farming or ranching. Some areas of formerly native forests have been replanted with trees
such as eucalyptus or Cook pine that have been brought in from other parts of the world. As
a result of these human activities, a number of native plants and animals have been lost to
extinction and numerous other species are endangered. Specific information about a few
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native rainforest plants and animals is included on the teacher information sheets provided
with this activity.
This lesson is designed to introduce children to some unique Hawaiian forest plants and
animals, not to concern students with the decline of these species, but to foster a sense of
pride in their natural heritage.
Teaching Suggestions
1. Ask children if they have ever been in a forest and discuss their impressions of forest
environments. Are these places dark? Beautiful? Scary? Peaceful?
2. List the children's descriptive words and set the list aside to be used later in the activity.
Explain that they will be playing a game to find out about special plants and animals in
Hawaiian forests.
3. Play the game! Read the game introduction to students and explain how to play. (See the
following page.)
4. When the game is completed, distribute construction paper and scissors and ask each child to
make a cutout of the plant or animal on his/her card. Show students the ÿ Öhiÿ a Project forest
poster. Give large green and brown paper to children making trees. (Note that there is more
than one of each forest “character.”)
5. As you help children to create a forest mural (either on a bulletin board or a large sheet of
paper) emphasize that each plant and animal in the mural is special or unique to Hawaiÿ i.
Have children give the forest a name.
6. Read the list of descriptive words generated earlier and ask children which they would use to
describe the forest they have created. Ask them to describe their plants and animals. Use
their descriptions to write a caption for the forest mural.
Extended Activities
•

Take a class field trip to a forest. See the Field Sites Appendix for locations on your island.

•

If children created creatures as part of the “Schoolyard Search” lesson, add animals to the
mural that children think could survive in the forest they have created.

•

Have children create a class pop-up riddle book using students’ descriptions of Hawaiian
forest plants and animals. The riddles could be printed on one side of a page and flipped up
to reveal plants or animals beneath. Send the book home with each child on a rotational basis
to review and share his/her newly acquired knowledge.
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Finding the Forest

Game Instructions

Introduction
On a Hawaiian island out in the middle of the
sea, there is a beautiful forest kingdom. It is
ruled by King Koa, tallest of the forest trees,
and Queen ÿ Öhiÿ a, known for her beautiful red
lehua blossoms. Beneath their branches live
Princess Hapuÿ u and her hapuÿ u cousins who
love to wave their lacy green fern fronds in the
wind, and Prince ÿ Öhelo and his cousins who
offer delicious red berries to the birds of the
land. Their servants, kähuli tree snails, are often
seen slowly cleaning their leaves. The kingdom
is a special place where you can find plants and
animals that live nowhere else in the world!
You are about to take a journey to this forest,
but it is not easy to find. You must help each
other along the way. On your journey you may
meet the Court Magicians, Crunchy and
Munchy. One loves to eat flies and the other gets fat on leaves. They can magically change their
bodies as they grow older. If you are lucky, Happy-Face the Court jester, may greet you or the
Court Minstrels, ÿ Amakihi and ÿ Iÿ iwi, may sing to you. But watch out if you run into Pepeiao
the Grouch. He’s an unhappy fungus because all he can eat is dead trees. He may frighten you
and try to keep you from finding the forest, but don't give up, you will find the way!
Objective
The objective of the game is to find the forest at the end of the trail and to collect plant and
animal cards along the way.
Cards
There are ten plant and animal cards, each representing a special (unique) Hawaiian forest plant
or animal. They are:
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Trees:
Plants:
Birds:
Insects:
Snail:
Spider:

King Koa, Queen 'Ohi'a
Princess Hapuÿ u (tree fem), Prince ÿ Öhelo
Minstrels ÿ Amakihi and ÿ Iÿ iwi
Magicians Munchy (Kamehameha butterfly caterpillar) and
Crunchy (carnivorous caterpillar)
Kähuli the Servant (tree snail)
Happy-Face the Court jester

To Complete the Game
The game ends when each player has collected a plant or animal card and children reach the
forest at the end of the trail on the game board.
How to Play
a. This is a group game where everyone tries to find the forest together. Each player has a turn
to answer a riddle about a forest plant or animal. The answers are: tree, plant, bird, insect,
snail, or spider. (Children are not expected to know the specific names of organisms.)
b. If a riddle is answered correctly, the player receives that plant or animal card. (As the card is
awarded, show it to the class and announce the name of the plant or animal.)
c. If a player is not able to solve the riddle, everyone should work together to help him/her with
the answer so that each player receives a plant or animal card.
d. To mark progress on the game board, draw a line from the start arrow through one space at a
time as each riddle is answered.
e. Some of the boxed spaces on the board require the class to move backward or forward. When
these spaces are reached, follow the directions on the game board. (Note: Once students have
been at the Grouch’s place on the board, they can skip over it the next time.)
f. When the class reaches the end of the trail, turn the game board over to reveal the forest.
Game Riddles (to be read to students)
I match the green leaves that I eat and I am smaller than your hand. One day, just like magic I
will grow up to have beautiful red and black wings. Who am I? (insect - Munchy the Magician
will become Kamehameha butterfly)
I am the tallest living thing in the forest. Hawaiians used me to make big canoes. Who am I?
(tree - King Koa)
I am small, but tough! I eat flies and turn into a moth when I grow up. Who am I? (insect Crunchy the Magician - carnivorous caterpillar)
I have a hard shell and I am tiny. My body is soft and I'm slimy. I clean the leaves in the forest
kingdom. Who am I? (snail - Kähuli the Servant)
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My bright red blossoms are special to the volcano goddess, Pele. I grow much taller than you
and I'm stronger too. Who am I? (tree - Queen ÿ Öhiÿ a)
I fly to the top of the trees where I sip flower nectar from Queen ÿ Öhiÿ a and sing my forest
songs. My feathers are golden. Who am I? (bird - Minstrel ÿ Amakihi)
My feathers are a beautiful red and my wings are black. You can find me singing high in the
trees. Who am I? (bird - Minstrel ÿ Iÿ iwi)
I grow beneath the trees. You can always find me in the same spot. Birds come for the fruit I
offer. Who am I? (plant - Prince ÿ Öhelo)
I may be slimy, but I know how to clean. And if anything frightens me, I hide in my shell. Who
am I? (snail - Kähuli the Servant)
A smile that’s wide and eight legs have I. Look for me beneath big leaves where I stay dry. Who
am I? (spider - Happy-Face the Court jester)
I fly throughout the forest singing my songs for all to hear. You'll know me by my “tseet” call.
Who am I? (bird - Minstrel ÿ Amakihi)
I hide where my tiny body matches leaves and twigs. Watch out! I like to bite, but only if you
are a tasty bug! Who am I? (insect - Crunchy the Magician -carnivorous caterpillar)
The birds of the forest fly high to my bright red flowers for a sip of nectar. Who am I? (tree
-Queen ÿ Öhiÿ a)
My song sounds like a squeaky swing (e-ee-vee). I fly through the forest singing my songs
wherever I go. Who am I? (bird - Minstrel ÿ Iÿ iwi)
My long, lacy leaves blow in the breeze under the shady forest trees. Who am I? (plant - Princess
Hapuÿ u tree fern)
When I am young, leaves are my favorite treat. But when I grow up, flower nectar is what I eat.
Who am I? (insect - Munchy the Magician - Kamehameha butterfly)
Hawaiians offer my berries to the volcano goddess, Pele. I grow beneath the forest trees. Who
am I? (plant - Prince ÿ Öhelo)
I catch tiny insects that land on my leaf “roof.” I look like I have a happy face. Who am I?
(spider - Happy-Face the Court jester)
I am tall and wide and my queen often grows at my side. Who am I? (tree -King Koa)
I grow taller than you, but a tree I am not, for fronds are all I've got. Who am I? (plant - Princess
Hapuÿ u - tree fern)
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Part of me is round, red and tasty. Birds of the forest often fly down and eat me. Who am I?
(plant - Prince ÿ Öhelo)
Strong winds probably blew my seeds to Hawaiÿ i. Now birds build their nests in me. Who am I?
(tree - Queen ÿ Öhiÿ a)
Some insects live under my tough “skin.” It's a protected place to grow up in. I stay in one place,
but I can reach for the sky! Who am I? (tree - King Koa)
I live in the shade of forest trees. You can always find me growing taller in the same spot. Who
am I? (plant - Princess Hapuÿ u)
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Finding the Forest

Plant Cards

Make 3 copies.
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Finding the Forest

Animal Cards
Munchy the Magician

Happy Face

the Court
Jester
Kamehameha Butterfly

Minstrel ÿ Iÿ iwi

Minstrel ÿ Amakihi

Carnivorous Caterpillar Moth
Kähuli the Servant

Crunchy the Magician
Make 2 copies.
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Finding the Forest

Teacher Information

ÿ Öhelo (endemic)
Five of the six ÿ öhelo species grow as shrubs; one grows as a small tree, reaching a height of 4.6
m (15 ft).
description:

Edible red fruits are 0.6–1.3 cm (0.25–0.5 in) in diameter; leaves are small with
serrated edges.

habitat:

ÿ Öhelo grow in the understory of native Hawaiian forests.

Koa (endemic)
Koa is the Hawaiian word for warrior. Hawaiians carved the straight trunks of this giant tree into
sturdy outrigger canoes.
description:

15–40 m (50–140 ft) tall, and up to 4 m (12 ft) in diameter; “leaves” on mature
trees are crescent-shaped, flattened leaf stems;.true leaves are finely divided.

habitat:

dry and medium wet forests from 460–1,800 m (1,500–6,000 ft) elevation. Koa
are found on all the main Hawaiian Islands.

ÿ Öhiÿ a lehua (endemic)
The first tree to grow on new lava flows, ÿ öhiÿ a lehua is the most common native tree in the
islands. Its blossoms are said to be sacred to the volcano goddess, Pele.
description:

dark green leaves vary from round to narrow and smooth to hairy; flowers are
pink, yellow, peach and most commonly, red; ranges in size from a small 30-cm
(1-ft) shrub to a 30-m (100-ft) tree.

habitat:

occurs from sea level to 2,700 m (9,000 ft); the largest trees are in areas of high
rainfall.

Hapuÿ u, Hawaiian tree fern (endemic)
The downy covering of the new fronds (pulu) was used as a wound dressing and was once
collected and exported for pillow stuffing.
description:

up to 5 m (16 ft) tall; bright green fronds are 1–3 m (3–9 ft) long; pulu is golden.

habitat:

understory of rainforests.
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Happy-face spider (endemic)
The “happy-face” pattern on this tiny spider is actually camouflage on the back of its abdomen.
When sunlight shines through a leaf, the spider’s markings help to hide it from predators, such as
birds. Happy-face spiders catch small insects that land on their leaf “roofs.”
description:

body and legs are each 13 mm (0.5 in) long; transparent green/yellow with
various red and black patterns.

habitat:

undersides of large leaves in native rainforests.

ÿ Iÿ iwi (endemic)
The brilliant red feathers of the ÿ iÿ iwi match the red ÿ öhiÿ a blossom on which it feeds. In
addition to sipping nectar, ÿ iÿ iwi also hunt for insects. Its Hawaiian name sounds like its loud,
squeaky call.
description:

14 cm. (5.5 in); red with black wings; long, curved salmon-colored bill and
orange legs.

habitat:

lives in rainforests on all main islands, except Läna'i; it is listed by the state as
endangered on Oÿ ahu and Molokaÿ i.

Kähuli, Oahu tree snail (endemic)
Once referred to as the jewels of the Hawaiian forest, Oÿ ahu tree snails are now rare. Of the 40
or more species, over half are extinct and the remainder are endangered.
description:

2 cm (0.75 in); variety of shell patterns and colors, including orange, red, yellow,
green, brown, black and white.

habitat:

native forests on Oÿ ahu; snail may spend its entire life on one tree! Closely
related snails live or once lived on all main islands.

Pulelehua, Kamehameha butterfly (endemic)
description:

butterfly is bright orange-red with black and white markings. The green
caterpillar matches the mämaki leaves on which it feeds. The caterpillar’s head
resembles the small mämaki fruit, adding to the larvae’s camouflage.

habitat:

Kamehameha caterpillars are found on mämaki plants in the understory of
Hawaiian forests.
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ÿ Amakihi (endemic),
ÿ Amakihi are one of the most common native forest birds. They feed on nectar, insects and fruits
in the forest.
description:

11.5 cm (4.5 in); males have a bright yellow-green breast; juveniles and females
are dull yellow-green. Dark bill is down-curved. Voice is a high “tseet” call and a
trilling song.

habitat:

forests and parks of Hawaiÿ i, Oÿ ahu, Länaÿ i, Molokaÿ i, Maui and Kauaÿ i.

Carnivorous caterpillar (endemic)
The only caterpillars known to catch active prey are the larvae of geometrid moths. These
caterpillars changed their diet from plants to insects here in Hawaiÿ i.
description:

2.5 cm (1 in) long; green or brown color matches area where caterpillar waits for
prey. The caterpillar has excellent camouflage and may look like a twig, a clump
of moss, a piece of leaf litter, or a leaf edge!

habitat:

medium wet forests and shrublands.
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